Not far away, in a recycling bin near you...

Moobacca the Milk Jug
Fabled protector of milk cases and cartons. Moobacca fights to return plastic containers that rifles are overuseless like bicycles and other items to the waste stream.

Olly One U-Know-Me
Olly One is the unoffical leader of a growing number of self-appointed oil change agents who are dedicated to protecting people from their own interests in South Carolina. His followers include more than 12 million gallons of used motor oil each year in South Carolina.

Dark Tire
Leader of a small 5.5 million strong but ever-expanding litter in South Carolina. Dark Tire plans to increase his reach to the entire state if his rolling legacy continues.

Can Soda
Deftly outwitting the Centennial Park Cone, soda cans are cleverly crafted to escape their doom and take on new life in the hands of the creative and diligent recyclers.

Luke Sodabottle
Young and idealistic, Luke Sodabottle is pivotal in the use of recycling. He encourages everyone to recycle their glass, paper, and cardboard to ensure a healthy environment.

Queen Ina Bottle
This sparkling superhero of the glass galaxy vastly saves those colorful newspapers of glass bottles and cans, glass, and cardboard by recycling them.

C-Me-Recycle
This stealth and silent creature is a constructed from recycled steel, maintaining food and water supply as well as environment.

R-U-Recycling?
This recycling icon is full of energy and fun Scroll down for more recycling ideas. R-U-Recycling? is the official partner of the South Carolina Recycling Program.